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Abstract

To increase the scientific return of planetary missions
in future, cooperation among different types of explo-
ration vehicles like orbiter, lander and rover will be re-
quired. Cooperative approach seems to be more effective
than using a single rover as each rover adds a different per-
spective of the environment being explored. This paper
presents ongoing works on cooperative Mars exploration
using a conventional rover and a jumping robot. A jump-
ing robot provides an additional aerial perspective much
closer to the surface as compared to orbiter. Added to that,
a jumping robot has greater mobility than a conventional
one. The data obtained from these two perspectives are
then used for localization, mapping and path planning. In
this paper simulation results on visual odometry for jump-
ing robot and cooperative path planning are presented.

1 Introduction

Space exploration has intrigued mankind since the de-
velopment of the first satellite. It is often believed that
other planets and bodies might have better clues regard-
ing the origin of the universe than those currently avail-
able to us and these bodies at some time in the past might
have supported lives. Among the planets and other bod-
ies, Mars has caught significant interests as it is one of
the colsest planets in the solar system, second only to the
Venus, and has the most resembling of the environmen-
tal conditions. Numerous missions that included flyby
missions, orbiters, landers and rovers have been launched
with partial success since 1960. Historically orbiters and
flyby missions have successfully collected large amount
of data required before landers and rovers were launched.
Among the landers, the Viking I and II missions are well
known.These missions helped obtain high resolution im-
ages of martian surface, characterize the structure and
composition of the atmosphere and surface and search for
evidence of life. The rovers are mobile and thus have
much needed advantage over landers[1][2][3]. However,
because of the rough terrain including large sized rocks

on the Martian surface, mobility is restricted. This limita-
tion on the mobility on rough terrain can be addressed if
we have an aerial rover. An aerial rover would explore a
wider area in much lesser time. Autonomy on top of that
would reduce the dependency on telemtry from the earth
station. However, an aerial vehicle capable of sustainable
flight in Mars environment is yet to be developed because
of its very small atmospheric density (0.6% of earth at-
mospheric density). To generate enough lift in Martian
atmosphere, aerial rovers should be very light, with large
wing-span or propellers and fly at greater speed at a much
higher altitude. Further, wider wings create complications
to fit the rover inside the launching capsule during the de-
ployment. In this regard, this paper proposes a cooperative
approach for exploration comprising of a small jumping
robot and a conventional ground rover. The jumping robot
is capable of repititively jumping for some tens of meters
and simultaneously collecting information about the envi-
ronment. The visual information is used to determine the
current position and orientation of the jumping robot and
also passed to the ground rover for planning its path.

Cooperative approach seems to be more effective than
using a single rover as each rover adds a different per-
spective for perception of the environment being explored.
The jumping robot provides an additional aerial perspec-
tive much closer to the surface and hence essentially acts
as an extra sensing platform or a scout robot. Stereo visual
odometry in ground rover and monocular visual odometry
in jumping robot forms the core of the navigation algo-
rithms. Features in each image are merged to give a cloud
of features which essentially represents the sparse point
cloud map of the environment. As most of the features are
associated with rough terrain or obstacles, features that are
at untraversible region are regarded as obstacles and path
planning is done accordingly. The remaining of this paper
is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the monocu-
lar visual odometry as applied to the jumping robot while
the combined path planning using D∗Lite is presented in
section 3. Simulation results for visual odometry and path
planning are presented in section 4 before final conclu-
sion.



2 Visual Odometry and 6-DOF Pose
Estimation

In visual odometry prominent features are tracked
along the image sequence to determine the change in the
pose of the camera and hence the robot. It is in fact the
determination of the amount of rotation and translation
undergone by the camera represented by 3 × 3 rotation
matrix, R and 3 × 1 translation vector, t respectively be-
tween two consecutive image sequence. For simplicity it
is assumed that the robot frame coincides with the camera
frame, a valid assumption when the cameras are rigidly
fixed on the robot. Stereo vision for the ground rover has
been discussed in detail with novel 2 − point algorithm in
[8] while monocular vision assisted by an altimeter for the
jumping robot is discussed below.

The set of image samples taken from the jumping
robot camera is represented by I0:k = {I0, I1, I2Ik−1, Ik}.
Camera positions at two consecutive time instants k − 1
and k are related by the rigid body transformation Tk,k−1
of the following form and as shown in Figure 1:

Tk,k−1 =

(
Rk,k−1 tk,k−1

0 1

)
(1)

Where Rk,k−1 ∈ S O(3) is the rotation matrix and
tk,k−1 ∈ R3×1, the translation vector. xk, xk−1 are the pro-
jection of point P in the image plane at time k and k − 1
respectively. The set T1:n = {T1,0,T2,1, ..Tn,n−1} contains
all subsequent motions. Finally, the set of camera poses
C1:n = {C0,C1, ...,Cn} contains the transformations, Tk

(k = 1, ..., n) and therefore, Cn = Cn−1Tn, with C0 being
the camera initial pose [10]. The geometric constraint
between two consecutive images Ik−1 and Ik can be
obtained from intrinsic projective geometry and called as
epipolar constraint [9] and written as:

xT
k Ek xk−1 = 0 (2)

Ek ' t̂kRk (3)

Where the E matrix, a 3 × 3 matrix of rank 2 is called
the essential matrix and t̂k is skew symmetric matrix of
translation vector, t. The equivalent sign indicated that it is
accurate up to a scale factor since the Epipolar constraint
is equally valid when multiplied by a scalar. Matrix E can
be obtained by five point algorithm [11] or a simpler eight-
point algorithm[12]. To make sure that the points are not
among the outliers, a robust outlier rejection algorithm,
Random Sample and consensus (RANSAC)[13] is used at
each iteration in finding the correct E matrix. In general
there are four different solution for R, t for one essential
matrix; however, the correct R, t pair can be identified
using triangulation. The pair which corresponds to image
point lying behind both the image planes or conversely
the pair that results in positive depth of the points in both
image planes is the correct R, t pair.

Figure 1. : Transformation between two consecutive im-
age frames.

Since the determined translation vector is accurate
only up to a scale factor, the next step is to determine
the scale factor. This is where the altimeter is used. The
scale factor is determined by dividing the actual altitude
gained or lost in the corresponding image pair by the z-
component of the translation vector in the world coordi-
nate system. Once the scale factor is determined the trans-
lation is scaled and the pose of the robot is updated. The
scale factor, λ is given by (4).

λ =
zw

k − zw
k−1

tw
z

(4)

tw = Rw
c,k−1tc,k (5)

where, zw
k and zw

k−1 are the altitude sensor output at time k
and k − 1 respectively (superscript w represents world co-
ordinate system) while Rw

c,k−1 is the transformation matrix
from camera frame at time k − 1 to the world co-ordinates
and tc,k is the incremental translation of camera from time
instant k − 1 to k and tw is its representation in world co-
ordinate. The slightly modified visual odometry algorithm
for the jumping robot can be summarized as:

1. Detect features, fk−1, in image Ik−1

2. Track the features fk−1 in image Ik and call it fk

3. Evaluate the essential matrix E using 5 − point or
8 − point algorithm for image pair Ik−1 and Ik

4. Use S VD of E to determine R matrix and t̂ matrix

5. Obtain absolute scale factor from altitude measure-
ments and scale the translation vector

6. Concatenate the transformation

7. Repeat from 1.



2.1 Reducing Error Propagation
In monocular visual odometry, the pose estimation er-

ror propagates over time as the final pose is derived form
the earlier poses in a cumulative fashion. So it is necessary
that the pose estimation error is minimized at each instant.
Determination of the scale factor at each image frame is
often prone to higher errors as the translation of the cam-
era, equivalently the baseline, is not significantly high. To
reduce each individual error so that the cumulative error
is within the tolerable limit, it is often advantageous to
track features for as long a possible, so that the motion es-
timation can be performed over an extended baseline and
the location of tracked features in the image frame have
significantly changed. Since the information about the ro-
tation of the jumping robot is not known apriori and the
rotation cannot be controlled during the jump, it is thus
necessary to perform frequent estimation across relatively
short intervals which makes rapidly builds up the estima-
tion errors unavoidable. Apart from the errors accumu-
lated overtime during the jump, errors also result while
landing due to the landing impact. In such case, search-
ing for the features from the keyframes just before landing
might prove to be beneficial. However, this case is out of
the scope of this paper.

2.2 Computational Consideration
The most computationally demanding step in the

visual odometry is the outlier rejection algorithm,
RANSAC[13]. The number of iterations, N, to achieve
a given probability of success is given by equation (6).

N =
log(1 − p)

log(1 − (1 − e)s)
(6)

where, p is the probability of success or the proportion
of inliers, e is the proportion of outliers in original data
and s is the number of initial sample points taken. Fig-
ure 2 shows the case for success probability, p = 0.9. It
shows that the number of iteration increases exponentially
with the increase in the number of initial sample points as
well as the outlier ratio in the original data and hence the
smaller the number of initial sample points the faster the
iteration ends. This implies 5−point algorithm[11] per-
forms faster than the 8−point algorithm[12].

3 Incremental Path Planning

Incremental path planning methods reuse the infor-
mation from previous path planning instance in order to
find new path when obstacles are detected. And the search
is much faster as compared to solving for the new path
from the scratch. At every instant the rover sensors are
looking for information about the obstacles around the
rover path so that a feasible path can be constructed avoid-
ing collisions. While the mobility of the ground rover

Figure 2. : Number of iterations.

is limited in obstacle-rich region, the jumping robot can
jump over the obstacles. At every keyframes the jumping
robot sends the feature locations to the ground rover which
then incorporates this information to expand the feature
map. As obstacle being rough in texture and size, features
are clustered around the obstacle in the image. Taking ac-
count of current ground rover position, if the features are
clustered above the height traversible by the rover, such
feature cluster is identified as obstacle and assigned a high
cost while the features that lie below the height traversible
by the rover are discarded. Once the obstacle map is cre-
ated from the feature data from both the robots, the ground
rover uses D∗Lite algorithm to calculate the feasible path
towards the goal. D∗Lite algorithm is built upon Lifelong
Planning A∗ algorithm, wherein only some grid cells in the
map that are affected by the detection of new obstacles are
updated and hence is much faster and applicable for real-
time planning applications. The current implementation
of D∗Lite is taken from [15].

4 Simulation Study

A simulation model of ground rover and jumping
robot in Gazebo simulator is shown in Figure 3. The
ground rover model is of Cuatro rover, a small sized four-
wheeled rover testbed for planetary exploration developed
at ISAS/JAXA[5]. It is provided with stereo cameras and
IMU for perception while an optional GPS sensor is avail-
able to get the ground truth data for comparison with ex-
perimental data. Each wheel is independently driven and
steered allowing the robot to make a perfect rotation about
its center point. Simulation model is realized using multi-
ple links connected by joints, actuators and sensor models
to make it resemble as close as possible to the real rover.

The jumping robot has been inspired from Sand Flea
robot [16] developed by Boston Dynamics which uses
CO2 piston engine. The robot sets itself to a launching
angle before the CO2 piston engine pushes the ground to
lift the robot flying in the air. In the simulation however,



Figure 3. : A ground robot and jumping robot in Gazebo
Simulator.

the robot is first set to a launching angle and an initial
launching velocity is applied. The jumping robot has a
minimal sensing system consisting of a monocular cam-
era at its rear end facing backward and a pressure based
altimeter as the atmospheric pressure variation with alti-
tude and time of day has been well known [4][6][7].

The simulation is basically carried out in Robot Op-
erating System (ROS) because of its strong framework
for exchanging information across different nodes as ROS
messages and visualization in done in open source Gazebo
simulator. Simulation of D∗Lite algorithm is done inde-
pendently once the obstacle locations are identified.

4.1 Simulation Environment

The terrain is realized from the height map of the
terrain data. The terrain data having been taken from a
greater height has smaller resolution. Therefore to obtain
realistic terrain, a real image resembling Mars surface is
used to wrap the terrain resulting from the height map.
Similarly, rocks and boulders are realized and added as
required. The terrain has been created in open-source soft-
ware called Blender[18] and exported in Collada format
for visual appearance and stl format for collision geom-
etry. These two formats are understood by open-source
simulators like Gazebo for visualization.

Figure 4 shows feature tracking over image sequences
of the simulated terrain as taken by the jumping robot
camera facing backward in ROS .

Figure 4. : Tracking features along image sequence

Table 1. : Simulation Parameters for Jumping Robot

Initial velocity 10m/s
Initial Launch angle 600

Accleration (Gravity) 3.711m/s2

Angular velocity 0.1rad/s
Camera resolution 320 × 320pixels
Camera FOV 450 × 450

Camera focal length 521.78
Frame Rate 10 f ps
Max. number of Features 1000
Altimeter noise Gaussian (µ = 0;σ = 1m)

4.2 Pose Estimation of Jumping Robot
Pose estimation is carried out using appropriate func-

tions in OpenCV. Table 1 shows the key simulation pa-
rameters for the jumping robot. For the simulation, the
motion during the jump is assumed to be along posi-
tive x−direction and positive z−direction while the motion
along y−direction is constrained. Similarly, rotation along
z − axis and x − axis are also constrained. This lets us
use the perfect jump on the xz−plane although the algo-
rithm is able to estimate any arbitrary rotation or transla-
tion provided that enough features are available in each
frame. Figure 5 shows the simulation result of pose es-
tiomation of jumping robot. Red curve shows the true
values while blue curve shows the estimated values. At
around the maximum height, the error in x−position is the
highest and is due to the fact that the detected features are
far away and hence greater error. Similar is the case for
y−position, which ideally should have been zero as the
horozontal motion is constrained along the x−direction
only. However, the simulation results shows that the po-
sition error is within the acceptable limit. Figure 5(d)
and (e) show the simulation result of the orientation of
the jumping robot. The pitch angle of the robot changes
gradually as expected from the initial launch angle of 600



while the roll and yaw error are within acceptable limit.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. : Position and Orientation of jumping robot (a)
Translation along x − axis, (b) Translation along y − axis
(error), (c) Translation along (z−axis) (d) Change in pitch
angle and (e) Roll and yaw error

4.3 Path Planning

At current time path planning is implemented inde-
pendently. The terrain is divided into uniform square grid
cells. Each grid cells is either an obstacle or is traversable
which is not known apriori. A robot can move in any of
its eight neighboring cells. A grid cell is designated as an
obstacle if cluster of features are in and around it. Because
of the limited range of the sensing system in the ground
rover, it is unable to detect obstacle that lie beyond its re-
gion of perception. Apart from these, the ground rover
also cannot get information about regions behind obsta-
cles. In such cases the ground rover instructs the jump-
ing rover to fetch information about the region of interest,
usually that are beyond its perception region.

A typical path planning is presented in Figure 6. Fig-
ure 6 shows the path planning for two cases, first when
the ground rover uses information from its own sensors
and second when the information from jumping robot is
incorporated in the path planning, overlaid on the same
image. Here A and B indicate START and GOAL loca-
tion. When the ground rover detects an obstacle, the grid
cells corresponding to that area are denoted by red while
the cells whose cost is increased because of the presence
of obstacle are denoted by light green and when the jump-
ing robot detects obstacle, corresponding cells are denoted
by brown and the cells whose cost in increased are de-
noted by dark green. The lighter blue line (upper) shows
the path generated when the ground rover is acting alone
while dark blue line (lower) shows the path planning when
the ground rover incorporates the information from the
jumping robot. As can be seen from the figure that the
lower blue line representing the resulting path when infor-
mation from both the rovers are incorporated is feasible
while the upper blue line seems infeasible. However, it
does not rule out the possibility that the ground rover on
its own is capable to reach the GOAL B.

Figure 6. : Path planning between START A and GOAL
B.



5 Conclusions

In this paper, a cooperative approach for planetary
exploration is proposed using a conventional rover and a
jumping robot. The jumping robot has the advantage of
higher mobility as it can jump over higher obstacles as
compared to ground rover. When the ground rover cannot
get enough information, usually when it encounters obsta-
cle that occlude its sensing system, it instructs the ground
rover to jump in the direction and acquire information
from an aerial perspective. Visual odometry assisted by
altimeter for 6 − DOF absolute pose estimation of the
jumping robot was proposed and simulation results of
pose estimation during a single hop in xz − plane was
presented. Immediate future works include the inclusion
of local bundle adjustment routine in visual odometry,
integration of path planning and visual odometry into one
system and finding out ways to solve the visual odometry
when the camera faces the sky. Finally the system will be
tested in the real test bed.
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